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secret wrecks
Gill Vine, photography Nick Rowsell

This was to be my third season
of organising and managing the
club’s Pembroke dives and the
second year that I had scheduled
a ‘secret wrecks’ trip. Last year we
were blown out so I was keeping
my fingers crossed that the weather
would not let us down again and
also that the promised ‘treasure’
would still be there!
We were not to be disappointed: three
glorious days of blue skies, beautiful
sunshine and sea flat as a pancake!
Now, there had been more than a
little scepticism as to how ‘secret’ the
‘secret wrecks’ might be – especially
as some had been documented by the
Wreck Tours team along with the usual
diagram and suggested routes to dive
the wrecks. The co-ordinates, however,
had not been revealed, but ‘my man in
Pembroke’ aka Leigh Batchelor from
Pembroke BSAC had given me the
marks and had also agreed to crew
the boat for us over the weekend.
hidden gems
Our first dive was on a Landing Craft
Gun (LCG15), a 58x9m craft which

Boat banter: Frances, Bendy and Steph
Backdrop: Puffins at Skomer, Craig Edwards

sank in a storm on her maiden voyage
with loss of all life in 1943. This was a
great dive and what of the treasure?
Well, Nick Jewson’s lift bag emerged
with a whopping brass shell case.
Next planned dive was The Kerloch
which sank when she ran aground on
Crow Rock in February 2010. All crew
were rescued and she sank rapidly
afterwards. Unfortunately, the shot
missed the wreck so bar the odd bit
of fibreglass, the dive was restricted to
HMS Seabed. It was however a nice
bimble to finish the day.
BBQ time
With such a pleasant evening, the
idea of a BBQ was hard to resist. Back
at the campsite Bendy, Nick Rowsell
and Ian Vine liberated one of the large
wooden tables for our meal and soon
our B&B friends arrived with portable
BBQs and the coals were set alight.
A jolly good time was had by all.
return to the LCG15
Our next secret wreck was to be
the Thomas Vaughan, a 645 ton iron
steamer. But consensus amongst the
divers was that they would prefer to

Nick Jewson lands his treasure

Craig Edwards bags a whopper!

dive LCG15 again. This dive went
according to plan and I was rewarded
with a brass case at the end of the dive
– yes Nick J had landed another piece
of treasure! This was followed by an
uneventful drift dive, though Craig still
managed to net an enormous crawfish.
There was absolutely nothing secret
about our final dive of the day, The
Dakotian, but we had gone past slack
and it was on our way back in to port.
The viz was terrible as we were on
Springs and everything was pretty
stirred up but it was an extra dive so
couldn’t really complain.
This day ended very pleasantly with
a meal at an old favourite The Kings
Arms in Pembroke town centre.
continues on page 14

Ian and Nick get ready to dive
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deep
thoughts

Craig Edwards

half way there
Well we are half way through the
season and we have had some
fantastic dives all over the UK.
While the weather has let us
know who is boss on a couple
of occasions, we have also had
some fantastic weekends away.
Pembroke was particularly good,
lovely weather coupled with BBQs
at the campsite and a jolly good
rummage which all made for a
very good weekend (cover story).
Our club weekend at Plymouth
was also a great success despite
being blown out on day three. This
introduced new dive sites to some
and rekindled fond memories and
interest amongst those of us who
had not dived there in a while.
You can read more about club
weekend on pages 10 – 13.
Our free try dive month was a
great success, with many people
taking part. At least three of these
signed up for our latest Ocean
Diver course with another good
number of people joining the club
as trained divers. We owe a big
thank you to our Publicity Officer,
Ruth Beattie, and all those that
were involved in the organisation
of the try dive sessions.
We have an exciting number
of months left of the season.
Hopefully the fact that the rainy
season has started (ie the school
holidays) won’t have a big impact
and we will succeed with the dives
we have planned.
Safe diving everyone!
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moving on:
advanced diving
Andy Hodgson

getting started
For those on the quest for personal
development and advancement in
knowledge and understanding, the
Advanced Diver qualification must
be a serious consideration.
Unlike all of the preceding courses,
this one does not extend your diving
range or the principal type of diving
you can undertake. This is all about
skill development, empowerment and
responsibility.
Until now as a diver qualified to Dive
Leader and below, on each course
you will have expanded the range,
depth and technical nature of your
diving, all under the watchful eye
and guidance of more senior club
members, especially the Diving Officer.
The Advanced Diver is trained and
examined on their ability to organise
and conduct all aspects of the dive,
whether at a known or unknown
location and sometimes with minimal
assistance from others.
it’s all down to you
The course structure is less formal than
the previous levels. There are fewer
classroom lectures and there are no
pre-organised training boats
or assessments. You are expected
to arrange it all yourself, fitting in with
the club calendar and availability of
senior instructors.
It is not uncommon to take a number
of years to complete the course,
largely due to logistics. However, the
amount of home study required is
vastly increased. In much the same
way as an academic degree course,

Andy (left) relaxes after a dive

this course will demonstrate your
ability to study, learn and then lead.
increased responsibility
With the qualification comes a
‘duty of care’ which can sometimes
put people off. Due to the level of
knowledge and a demonstrated
understanding of diving related risks,
you are expected to act as a role
model and be diligent while other
divers are around.
More importantly, should you see
an activity that may put a diver at
risk you are expected to intervene,
if only to make your opinion known.
For those who have been on a Red
Sea zoo trip you know what sort of
a dilemma you could be in.
a rewarding choice
Well, I’m on the course and this
really isn’t just another badge to
collect. It has been very interesting
and rewarding. I enjoy mental
stimulation and being put through
challenging scenarios, so far that is
all being achieved...I’ll let you know
how I get on.

time to start putting
it all into practice
Talking to Martin Hamilton in the bar,
as you often do, I remarked on the
cancellation of both my May dives.
Martin’s face lit up, “I have spaces
on my boat out of Salcombe in three
weeks time”.
Before thinking, I’d paid Tish Bhatnager,
our treasurer, and was going to
Salcombe. I now had three weeks to
plan a dive to an unknown site, get it
signed off by the Dive Officer, distribute
the details to the divers and then be
assessed on the day. I borrowed charts,
bought software, trawled the internet
and spent days putting it together. I
did it though!
Everything was in place: risk
assessment, SEEDS brief, wreck site
details, transits, weather forecast,
parking details and more. One problem
though, no air fills in Salcombe
anymore. We found alternatives but
it was going to be a pain so with some
begging and borrowing we managed to
get enough cylinders for the weekend
without the need for fills.
after you sir!
Martin ran the first day with me as his
assistant. On the quayside waiting for
our boat someone relayed a message
from Tish: ‘why didn’t anyone take the
cheque to pay the skipper?’ I looked
at Martin, he looked at me, S*%t.
All that planning and we both forgot
the cheque. The skipper was very
understanding and agreed to wait for
the post. Good start!
As Martin had gone first I thought it
would give me an opportunity to learn
from any errors he made or the traps
laid by Nick. No such luck. Day two
and I was DM with Martin as assistant.
Having had a bit of sinus trouble I
decided not to dive, which meant I
could concentrate on my task ahead.

under the spotlight
The skipper had suggested the
day before that my slack calculation
was wrong and it would in fact be
45 minutes earlier. Local knowledge
being best, we set off at silly o’clock
heading for The Maine. No GPS, just
transits, map, depth sounder, compass
and stopwatch. It would be 30 mins to
site and then it all kicked off:
“Where are we now?”
“How long to the next transit?”
“What bearing should we be on?”
“What’s the tidal flow and direction?”
“What’s the name of that rock?”.
I didn’t know whether I was coming or
going, notes flying everywhere, where
are my dividers? The skipper was
playing along too, changing direction
when I wasn’t looking.
I managed to lock on to my final fast
transit, nearly there. My slow transit
was a stone wall on the side of a hill,
however, I hadn’t considered the most
consistent event on earth – sunrise.
It rises in the east every day. My slow
transit was east of the boat and I
couldn’t see a thing and in one swift
moment it all went horribly wrong.
finding the wreck
Nick Jewson pipes up “well where is
your third transit then?” What? I had
noted prominent landmarks but no

Herzogin transits

bearings. I knew we were in the right
area so a ‘go slow’ command to the
skipper and eyes fixed on the echo
sounder screen. Then, a massive return
on the echo sounder, the skipper nearly
fell over, I found it first time. Don’t tell
Nick but I have no idea how. You just
have – ed
The reports came back from the
divers that slack occurred just as they
came off the wreck, so my original
plan was correct. So much for local
knowledge then.
The second site was easy to find.
The Herzogin Cecilie, which lies in a
cove at Bolt Head. As it was easy and
as I wasn’t diving Nick instructed me
to draw a picture of the surroundings
with way points which could be used
by others to find the site. That wasn’t
in the lectures! We marked the spot on
the GPS plotter, moved away and Dave
Hughes used my drawings to find the
spot again. We returned to within 10m
of the original point, not bad.
there’s nothing like a nice pint
We were back at the quayside,
unloaded and in the pub before midday, just like holiday diving. With a nice
pint in the warm sunshine Nick gave a
de-briefing of the weekend’s events, an
overall success for Martin and myself.
I’ve said it before and I’ll say it again:
thank you for all the time and effort put
in by others, particularly Nick Jewson
and Jeff Reed.

Fast transit

Slow transit
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crossing over
from the dark side
Emma and Tom

Emma Beattie and Tom Sebbage

Tom and I are currently qualified as
PADI Advanced Open Water (AOW)
divers, but Tom also has his Nitrox
qualification – he had to do one
better than me! We decided to join
BSAC and cross over to Sports
Divers so that we could do more
UK dives and improve our skills.

Felicity Townsend (right) teaching rescue skills

Emma practices rescue breaths

Emma tows Tom
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My parents Ruth and Garry have been
diving for years, so I was introduced
to scuba diving at fourteen by doing
the PADI Open Water course with
Berkshire Dive Crew.
My fondest memory was wearing
a multicoloured florescent harlequin
drysuit and doing my open water dives
in Wraysbury training lake. My mother
very kindly captured my excitement on
film and then framed the picture (top
right) – thanks Mum!
Since then I have been very lucky
to dive in Tunisia, Lanzarote, and the
Red Sea several times.
more about Tom
Tom completed an intensive PADI
Open Water (OW) course a few years
ago to get him ready for the Red Sea.
Ever since then he has been hooked
and will dive at any opportunity.
Last year he continued with AOW
and Nitrox courses in Egypt. I had
already completed my AOW there
the previous year.
extending the experience
Since Tom and I are nuts about diving
we decided that it would be silly to
restrict our diving to warm waters and
only dive abroad, so we decided to

join Bracknell Sub Aqua club to
take part in with some UK diving.
joining up
First stage was completing the
joining forms, the self certification
medical forms and then getting my
cheque book out and paying for our
annual membership and magazine
subscription, with some costs abated
as we both live at the same address.
We found that the only major part
lacking in our current training was
diver rescue. So next we were taught
these skills in the pool by Felicity
Townsend and Craig Edwards.
This involved controlled buoyant lift
ascents, towing and rescue breathing.
Placing your mouth over someone
else’s nose is an interesting experience
especially if you have only just met that
person, but it is a very important skill
to learn.
We later practised shouting ‘pizza’
(less worrying than ‘help’ as it was a
training situation) up and down the
pool whilst towing our victim, and
getting some strange looks from the
rest of the people in the pool. Tom was
disappointed to find no pizza when he
got out.
out in the open
After the pool sessions, to my delight,
Tom and I did some open water
practice dives with my parents in
Wraysbury lake. These dives involved
getting used to the cold water kit again
and assessing how much weight we
might need for the sea. We did these
dives on a particularly busy weekend

which meant the silt from the lake was
well stirred up, consequently these
dives weren’t very long as we couldn’t
see much. Tom and my dad, on the
other hand, saw the elusive pike as
well as various vehicles and objects.
club weekend
We were now ready to go on the BSAC
Plymouth club dive in June followed
by a Weymouth dive a few weeks later
which we enjoyed immensely.
The biggest challenge we found with
cold water dives is the kit – drysuits
aren’t the most comfortable but vitally
important if you want to keep warm
and dry. It is also very important to
remember to make sure your buddy
is zipped up on the buddy check...
otherwise they get a nasty shock when
they jump in! Once you are familiar
with the kit and comfortable, you can
relax and take in the sites.
On our first UK dives we were
lucky enough to dive some of the best
wreck dives in the South coast, The
Scylla and The James Egan Layne.
I was taken aback by the amount of
life and colour we saw on these dives
in Plymouth and also later on our dives
in Weymouth.
thanks
We are very grateful for the help
and support we have received from
instructors at the club for arranging the
additional training needed for some
great UK dives. We are both very
excited and looking forward to our
next dives and will hopefully book
some more later this year.

Nic Hallett’s
spec-tacular win
There comes a time in your life when you realise that either the dial on
your dive computer is too small or your arm just isn’t long enough to
focus the figures anymore: presbyopia – Latin for “middle-aged”.
Options are a bigger computer (a 12” screen seems attractive), stick-in reading
lenses for your dive mask (cheap and reasonably effective – Google ‘Dive
Optx’) or win the Ice Divers Ball grand raffle kindly donated by Maidenhead
Specsavers and get to spend an afternoon in a darkened room with Melanie
and come away with a prescription mask! I have tried all three of these options
in recent years and the saying “Should’ve Gone To Specsavers” (Maidenhead
branch to be specific) couldn’t be more apt. A full and comprehensive eye
exam includes a retinal photo and provided an up to date prescription, only
1.5 dioptres but enough to get in the way of safely monitoring my dive.
If you can read your dive computer but the wreck is a blur then you are either
at Wraysbury or you are short sighted and then you can have a standard dive
mask fitted with corrective lenses. However for the presbyopics, for whom
the wreck is clear on those occasional dives when the vis is better than 3m
but dive computers are a fuzzy mystery, then the option is far more exotic: a
standard mask with separate reading glasses built in! Looks weird from outside
but great when you are wearing them. And they offer you another advantage…
Most of us have, at some point, had an extended surface wait for a pick up
and in glaring sunshine – it does happen although I am writing this in the midst
of another torrential summer drenching! So why they don’t make tinted dive
masks? Well underwater you wouldn’t want sunglasses but how about photochromatic lenses, clear underwater but increasingly darkened on the surface.
What a fabulously cool idea and perfectly possible if you are long-sighted!
So that’s what I have ordered, a new dive mask with a photo-chromatic insert
to correct my long-sightedness, either a stupid idea or one that will take off.
All I need now is a sunny dive…any offers? And, stupid or not, a big thanks
to Natalie Hills plus Melanie and Chris at Maidenhead Specsavers, experts in
prescription dive masks with or without, tints!
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synchronised
swimmers
Nic Hallett

What is the collective noun for
Caribean reef squid? How about a
synchrony of squid?
Looking for the ideal warm up dive
for an early season splosh the choice
was Wraysbury, NDAC or St Lucia
– one of the Windward Isles in the
eastern Caribbean. As it was the 25th
anniversary of Mrs H and I becoming
marital buddies it seemed that the
latter was perfect and I was allowed
three days diving all inclusive in the
resort rate. It would have been rude
not to have a go!
warm warm up
So it is early April, the emerald blue
sea is 27° with at least 10 metres of
vis. My 2mm shorty is perfect and
although all the required kit is available
to borrow I have taken my regs, mask
and computer.
An 8.20 pick up in the morning
seems very reasonable and the short
mini bus ride takes us to the resort’s
own dive centre right in the shadow of
not one but two mountainous cruise
liners that had magically appeared
overnight. I couldn’t help but think how
much better they would look on their
sides at 35 metres.
We sign in, checking our dive cards
and asking the date of our last dive:
no one seems bothered about NOK or
experience but this will be easy diving.
Fins are collected and cylinders,
weights and BCs are waiting onboard
Backdrop: Red Sea squid, Hurghada 2010
Emma Beattie and Tom Sebbage
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the Newton 4: a dive deck for at least
25 divers, a flying bridge in the 34°
sun, twin in board diesels and twin
ladders off the dive deck.
double bubble
We get two free dives a day and no
site is more than 30 minutes at full pelt
skimming across the still Caribbean
ocean which we explore down to
about 25 metres on some spectacular
wall dives, abundant reefs and even
an L shaped swim through where the
surge pops you out like a champagne
cork from the bottle.
Barracuda boldly patrolling, trumpet
fish hanging motionlessly vertical
hoping not to be seen, all kinds of
parrotfish nibbling incessantly at lunch
unseen. Pufferfish come in all sizes
and the corals glow in a rainbow of
luminous colours.
This is not the dense, overwhelming
visual carcophany of the Red Sea but
there is plenty for the observant diver
to fill up to an hour under water, and
still returning with 100 bar in reserve.

its body cascade like the frilly
hem of a chorus girls dress, and
just as colourful.
After it darts away I contemplate
my good fortune until I spot the most
breathtaking sight. Nine squid (I had
to count them over and over) now all
lined up together in synchrony. All at
the same depth, each perfectly parallel
to the others, pointing in the same
direction and just about a foot apart.
They just hung in the water in their
effortless formation, slowly twisting,
advancing (or was it retreating!)
ascending and descending with a
perfect, practiced routine. I watched
awestruck knowing that this is easily
the winner of the overseas photograph
of the year competition...if only I had
a camera!

enter the Caribbean reef squid
On my last dive I am thrilled to
watch one of my favourite animals,
the squid. It hovers a couple of metres
away, about 12" long, looking like a
badly drawn cuttlefish with a huge
eye staring at me and neither of us
too sure which is its front and which
the back. The stumpy tentacles wibble
in my direction and the fine fins along
Caribbean reef squid, St Lucia 2007
Garry Beattie

I’m free!
May try dives
Ruth Beattie
The idea to hold the free try dives
was proposed by the committee
some time ago. Now where to start
with promotion? We wanted to let
as many people know as possible.
To begin, there were posters and
leaflets printed (thanks Gill) and
handed out to club members to
put in their places of work.
We also organised a day to promote
ourselves in Bracknell because, after
all, we are a Bracknell club so why not
let local people know we are here. So I
booked the Bracknell Town Bandstand
for Saturday 30 April. I sent a press
release to Bracknell News, which
resulted in an article with photograph
in the Wednesday free paper and on
the paper’s website. I also got BSAC
to post it on their Facebook page.
The Bandstand proved easy to book
through Bracknell Town Council and
what’s more, it’s free. Then I arranged
vehicle access through Bracknell
Forest Council at Easthampstead
House. Funny how local government
matters are divided up!
no arm twisting required
A few willing volunteers were recruited
– well several of the committee and
a couple of family members were
drafted in (Nick & Frances Jewson,
Tish & Raj Bhatnager, Steve Lawson,
Jon Payne and Garry Beattie). We
took things to show – the club banner,
noticeboards with pictures of diving
and club activities, dive kit, treasure,
beach/sea associated stuff, magazines
and our leaflets. The Bandstand was a
surprisingly big space!
We had reasonably good weather,
well at least no strong wind – that

crossroads is a dreadful wind trap!
The weight belt and ship’s bell came in
useful to hold down the noticeboards –
I wish we had brought more!
Sign-up sheets to hand, we set
about waylaying innocent passersby. Actually it was much easier than
that – some people actually came
to us having seen the local freebee
paper ad. We had quite a lot of interest
on the day, with many signing up or
taking our contact information.
let the try dives commence
The Bandstand sign ups were
supplemented by contacts through
club members’ work colleagues and
friends, so each Thursday during May
we had 6 –8 people doing try dives,
with a small overflow group in June.
In all, a total of 38 people completed
a free try dive, with pretty much
everyone saying they had enjoyed it!
These went very smoothly thanks to
the fantastic efforts of many people...
Paul Dyer and Mike Lindsay who
did a sterling job contacting and
confirming details with our potential
try divers, meeting and greeting,
and getting forms completed...Chris
Edwards and Martin Hamilton and
helpers for bringing up and distributing
kit...Frances Jewson for organising
instructors, briefers and de-briefers.
Thanks also to the many instructors,
kitters and dekitters – a truly great
effort guys!
effort rewarded
Was it worth it? Well, if the sole
aim was to get new members, so
far we have signed up at least three
Ocean Diver trainees and three PADI
Crossovers converting to Sports Diver.

Bandstand event in Bracknell town centre

Nick Jewson briefs try divers

Kitting up in the pool

According to the BSAC Membership
people, a conversion rate of 10%
is excellent. I think we also achieve
something else in raising our club
profile. Word of mouth is powerful, it
brought in another PADI crossover and
may yet bring in more new members.
summing up
In conclusion, we met a lot of nice
people, and were able to tell them
about our club. Some knew about us
already and had even been members
before, some did not know we existed.
I think it is fair to say all the try divers
had a good time and, although it
was hard work at times, I think the
organisers of this event did too!
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Lochaline diaries
Gerraint Morris

I’ve often wondered how to write
an item for mouthpiece, and after
a week of diving in Lochaline, I’m
even more confused as to where to
start. All things considered, I have
decided that a simple daily diary of
events seems like the most suitable
answer, so here goes!

Friday 1 July
Finished work for the week, so off
home to do a final check, check and
re-check of all my kit just to make sure
it’s all there. Don’t want to get all the
way up to Scotland only to find I’ve
forgotten something. Having checked,
checked and double checked, it all
appears to be in order so it’s time
to do my clothes packing. Right, it’s
late and Terry will be here to pick me
up around 6.30am, so best get some
sleep in.
Saturday 2 July
5.30am. Alarm clock goes off – this is
too early for a Saturday. Mrs Morris is
somewhat alarmed that I’m starting the
epic trip so early.
7.00am. All ready, just waiting for Terry
to arrive and we can pack up and get
going. And here he is, thankfully he
has an estate car to get all this stuff in.
So we’re off and only 10 hours to go.

Ardornish House
Backdrop: Sound of Mull, 2011, Ruth Beattie
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6.00pm. Finally arrive at Ardornish
Estate and it looks like the Hamiltons
have picked a good one. Time to
select the bedroom. Terry is quick in
there and picks a room in the top flat,
leaving me with one on the first floor.
Sunday 3 July
First day of diving and I can’t wait. But
first we have to empty the contents of
the boot onto the boat and there’s a lot
of it. I recognise this boat, but last time
I saw it, it was in Weymouth. All done
and its ropes off at 9.00am.
Two dives planned today – nice and
easy after the long drive yesterday, and
to top it all the sun is shining. We’re all
buddied up – Felicity is the lucky one
today – all kitted up and buddy checks
carried out and it’s in we go.
Two good dives and a good start to
the week. After the food, some feel the
need to sit it out in the sauna, and for
the rest of us it’s not too late before
we hit the sack – this is hard stuff, this
diving lark!

club – you’ll know it as Balamory).
The sun is shining and it’s not raining,
so not a bad way to spend a few hours
having lunch and relaxing.
Back on to the boat for an afternoon
wall dive, and then back to Lochaline
and some well earned R&R. Tonight
the effects of the diving are starting
to kick in and it’s early to bed.
Tuesday 5 July
It’s Martin’s turn to dive with me today
and there are two planned dives on
two very different wrecks: The Breda
and The Swan. The Breda being the
newest of the two and The Swan being
the historic wreck (if only I’d actually
found it) – but at least I got a stamp
in my log book.

Monday 4 July
Two dives today starting with a good
wreck dive on The Shuna. Today, Steve
Lawson is the lucky one. There’s quite
a long surface interval due to the tides,
(so I’m told), so we all disembark into
Tobermory (to some parents in the

Wednesday 6 July
The plan today is a wall and followed
by a drift. I’m diving in a threesome
with Andy Hodgson and Martin
Hamilton. Well that was the plan
until we were about to depart the
boat for the deep. Martin noticed
he’d lost a lot of air, so it’s just me
and Andy this morning.
We’re on a wall dive and I get the
opportunity to complete my depth
progression all the way down to
35m. Phew – got that out of the way.
The afternoon is a drift and this time

The dive boat

“It’s not burnt, just slightly seared!”

Tim Slow’s top
tips for Scottish
dive survival
n

n

Martin makes it in with us. A gentle
drift always seems good on paper, but
things under water seem to be running
a bit quicker than gentle. A surge in
the current sends us off in slightly the
wrong direction, so Andy puts up his
buoy and we all surface. Still a great
dive with good visibility.
Thursday 7 July
I get to do both today’s dives with
Paul Nicholas. The plan is a wall dive
in the morning which is thoroughly
enjoyable. I’m far more relaxed in the
water and get more time to actually
enjoy the dive and look at the wildlife
clinging to the wall.
The wreck for the afternoon is
The Hispania which is in really good
condition – this is one wreck you
have to do. Considering it’s been
underwater over 50 years it’s in
remarkably good condition. A bit of
a current is running over the wreck
as we complete our tour at deck level.
Paul gets a nice encounter with a
Lion’s Mane (ouch – that’s gonna
hurt) but I escape unstung!
Friday 8 July
I can’t believe it, but we have already
reached our last day of diving and the
sun has come out again just to make
the point. Paul is once again blessed

and we dive on The Thesis in the
morning followed by a drift after lunch.
Off to shore for a spot of lunch
and refreshments and to sit in the
midday sun to top off the tan. I can
think of no better place or time to have
lunch than after a great dive looking
out over the sound of Mull on a hot
sunny day – brilliant.
Back to shore where we have to
lug our kit off the boat and, back at
the accommodation, wash it all down.
With that done, it’s party time (plus
it’s Martin’s birthday), so Andy is on
cooking duties and he knows how
to cook the food perfectly. He’s even
dressed for the occasion – and despite
all the advice it is not burnt!
And so we end the week with an
evening of food, drink and snooker
with a North vs South play off – I’m
glad to report it ended in a draw.
Saturday 9 July
Well that’s it – all over apart from the
small matter of the journey home. As
has become the norm for me during
the week, my lift arrives and we are
the last to leave the accommodation. A
short stop for fuel and food on the way
down and 10 hours later we’re home.
Well I am anyway – Terry has a little
further to go. Thanks Terry for doing
the driving.

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Despite what people say –
Scotland is a long way and
Lochaline is even further
When selecting sleeping quarters,
and to ensure an undisturbed
night’s sleep, ensure that there is
maximum distance between you
and any children that might be
staying on the trip
Select your buddy well –
especially if you want a longer
dive as some simply go through
air like their life depends on it
Wet your hood before putting it on
Tie your cylinders on to the boat
very firmly
Untie your cylinders before
trying to get up for your dive –
the benches are fixed to the
boat and they will not move
Follow Martin Hamilton for any
spare parts you may need – reels,
torches, cameras, BC hoses...
Only listen to a maximum
of about 10% of the endless
contradictory advice provided
by the diving party
Two walls and a staircase is
not a sonic barrier against some
peoples’ snoring
You are not late, if Terry is
behind you
With regards to the BBQ, the
chef will always advise you that
“they are not burnt, they are just
slightly seared”

the final word

Tobermory (or Balamory) depending on your age

I had a fantastic week with some great
diving and company. Thanks to you all:
Garry & Ruth Beattie, Felicity Townsend,
Tim Slow, Dave Hughes, Paul Nicholas,
Terry Ede, Steve Lawson, Andy Hodgson
and Martin Hamilton, but a special
thanks to Martin & Alison Hamilton and
Andy for making all the arrangements.
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Plymouth

club weekend
outcast outcasts

Above: Leaving The Barbican. Inset: Outcast

Martin Hamilton
We arrived at our boat in The
Barbican at some unearthly time
in the morning – that is the problem
with diving. The sun was just rising
over the spar arm, so must have
been about 9am – hey I don’t like
getting up early when I’m on holiday.
Both of the other boats were leaving
from Mountbatten hence our boat
seemed aptly named Outcast.
Anyway we met our skipper Dougie,
who informed us that he expected a
disciplined boat and to do as we were
told. We agreed the day’s dive plan:
The Eddystone Lighthouse followed
by The Scylla.
We set off, but were told we all had
to be suited up before we left. I have
to say the idea of being suited up for
1.5 hours before the dive did not really
impress me and I was beginning to
wonder what sort of skipper we had.
We later found out he was a Sergeant
Major! We were also told that when we
arrived at the site we had to be ready.
yes sir!
We arrived and as instructed we were
ready and very soon all were in. We
were diving the north side (I think)
not where I have dived before and it
was an interesting dive with lots of big
rocks, and kelp, very scenic.
The second dive, The Scylla, was
apparently the best of the weekend.
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The Scylla is really maturing as a wreck
with loads of life – typically this was
the one I chose to sit out. It was one of
those days, the rain was falling and my
enthusiasm with it. I was feeling quite
tired and I have reached the stage that
I don’t dive when I am not feeling like
it. There is always another day and this
is when mistakes tend to happen.
improved weather
The weather was better on Saturday
and we were diving The Rose Hill and
The James Egan Layne. Again tightly
drilled, we arrived at the site to see
a couple of familiar faces bobbing
up and down on different boats.
As our motley crew were ready we
were straight in. I have to say there
is something to be said for that. The
wreck was great although the viz was
variable, and it deteriorated during the
dive as more divers descended.
The second dive started with some
bad news. As we started towards
The James Egan Layne, we heard
that a diver had surfaced from her
unconscious. Our skipper was on
standby to see if we could offer
assistance, unfortunately there was
nothing to be done. We waited a while
to see if we could dive the site and
checked everyone was OK with this.
It was actually a very good dive, but
our thoughts went out to the family
and friends of the diver. Our skipper

had informed us already that he was a
trained paramedic and carried a defib
which was re-assuring.
forward planning
We made our way back to port and
discussed the following days diving.
The weather was looking decidedly
poor but Dougie assured us he would
get us out, even though it was likely
to be a wall dive off the Hoe. Our
enthusiasm was waning and a couple
of people decided their kit was going
with them. At least it meant a beer or
two more that night!
We had a great club meal, well
organised by Sue Payne and it is
always good to get a large group of
the club together.
blown out
The next morning we trudged to the
marina in torrential rain. When we
arrived the call had been made. I have
to say I was relieved, I didn’t really
want to go out, not just the wind, but
the rain was so heavy.
By the time we had unloaded our kit
from the boat we were soaked. But it
didn’t matter, two good days diving,
a very good skipper (despite initial
reservations), a great meal at The
Borringdon Arms...what more could
we ask for? Thanks to everyone that
helped organise, or came diving, it was
another great club weekend.

Fintan divers: Andy Hodgson, Tim Slow, Dave Hughes, Bendy Camplin, Francis Jewson, John Vinten, Felicity Tonsend and Nick Jewson

fun on fintan
Felicity Townsend
Arriving at the Mountbatten Hotel
in Plymouth on Thursday evening
it was nice to find a few other club
members in the bar – no surprises
there then!
They filled me in on the challenges
of the plumbing at the hotel and the
agreed curfew on flushing the toilets
between 11pm and 7am. This was
due to the coffee grinder sound that
reverberated throughout the hotel
every time you flushed the toilet.
Friday morning was bright and sunny
so a cheerful bunch of divers waited by
the pontoon for ‘Fintan’ to arrive. This
was the first time the club had used
this boat so we were keen to check it
and the skipper out.
time and tide
It was a fairly typical dive boat with a
good lift at the back: the skipper was
friendly whilst self-serve tea and coffee
were available on tap. There was
plenty of room on the benches but the
engine block under the bench meant
there was not much room for dive
bags etc. Fortunately the weather was
good as the cabin was really small, so
offered very little shelter.

Kit safely loaded, boat briefing done
we were still one diver short – but time
and tide wait for no man, he didn’t
respond to a phone call (and we didn’t
want to miss slack) so we headed off to
Hands Deep, a rocky pinnacle on the
way out to the Eddystone Lighthouse.
great viz
The visibility was really good and
once you get below the kelp this is
a stunning dive. The jewel anemone
covered rocks, huge sea urchins
and lots of fish life made it a very
pleasurable dive. The drop offs were
really tempting but ‘plan the dive, dive
the plan’ and too rich a gas mix, so
we had to resist.
Our second dive was The James
Egan Layne, one of my favourite dive
sites that changes so much over the
years that it’s always like a new dive.
The ravages of winter had opened up
some new areas to explore.
Gas fills were really convenient with
the well organised dive shop right
by the pontoon but the downside to
‘Fintan’ was that we had to remove all
our kit from the boat each evening due
to lack of storage space on the boat.
looking forward to Saturday
The weather on Saturday was better
than expected so we headed out to
dive The Rosehill, along with the

other two club boats, so it was a busy
wreck with fairly poor visibility – but
lots of people to wave to! After Andy
Hodgson had ‘eventually’ finished his
decompression check out dive with
Nick Jewson, we took a slow (Andy
needed a long surface interval) trip over
towards The Scylla for our next dive.
By now the swell was starting to
build up so we were glad to get into
the water. Another wreck that has
changed over the years from a pristine
clean wreck to one now covered in life.
This is a nice easy wreck to navigate
your way around. On surfacing we
found a scrum of boats scrambling to
pick up the right divers, getting in each
other’s way and our amiable skipper
found some choice vocabulary when
talking to a couple of RIBs who cut in
front of him messing up his pick up.
Later we heard there had been a diver
fatality, which could explain why the
skipper was suddenly a bit on edge.
all good things
After two good days, the weather on
Sunday took a turn for the worse and
all diving was cancelled. It’s a pity no
one told me until after I’d declined the
full English breakfast!

more about club
weekend overleaf!
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what a shock!
venture adventure
Steph Keele

Steph-the-wet

Hands Deep baubles

Hanging around

Festooned on Scylla

Hiya
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I learned to scuba dive, in Australia
in 1999. When I enthusiastically
described my first dives to my
sister, she told me I’d found my
new passion. After a gap of twelve
years (I don’t know why it took me
so long) it turns out she was right.
A few pool sessions, some rescue
training, a whole lot of new kit and a
trip to lovely Wraysbury later, and I was
apparently ready to tackle my first UK
sea dives, on the Club Weekend no
less. Gill Vine, showing both extreme
kindness and bravery, agreed to buddy
me throughout the weekend.
I prepared by making an extensive
list of things to bring including two
batches of chocolate brownies – if in
doubt, bribe everyone on the boat and
they’re sure to forgive the rookie error
of turning up with a massive dive crate.
Thursday evening was reserved for
a recce and meeting the Mountbatten
Centre’s resident big ginger tomcat
who lives in the laundry room, before
settling into my lovely dairy farm B&B.
Remainder of the evening was spent
trying to figure out how my as-yet
un-dived (by me) computer worked.
all aboard
Boat loading time was set by Garry
Beattie, our Dive Manager, for 9am
on Friday morning. I arrived bang
on time, to find that almost everyone
else already had their stuff on board
Venture (keen lot). Fortunately, time
was needed for pre-trip photo ops,
so I had time to load my kit and start
setting it up.
In fairly calm seas and a bit of
sunshine, we motored to our first

site, Hands Deep. Gill went through
dive planning with me using her
handy pre-printed guide. We planned
to stay shallowish and just take it
easy. Thinking I’d left my computer
on land, I borrowed Gill’s spare. It
later turned out I had mine with me in
a drybag down below: nervousness
leads to muppetry.
So: kit on, untie (spot the deliberate
mistake), buddy check, ease our way
to the roll-off point without tripping
over our fins, and in!
Shock 1: the cold of the water
on my exposed face
Shock 2: despite doing a
backward roll entry, my reg and
mask stayed in place (yay!)
Shock 3: suit squeeze as we
descended wasn’t hard to manage
after all (thank you, drysuit course)
virgin UK dive
We descended onto a seemingly
endless kelp bed, I got my
metaphorical breath back, and we
started bimbling along. Visibility was
about four metres, and I stuck by
Gill like an imprinted duckling to its
mother, just marvelling at the sensation
of floating underwater. I was diving
again! This was awesome! Gill pointed
out the life as we finned gently past:
dead mans’ fingers, baby starfish,
anemones (must do marine life
identification course).
Shock 4: the boat lift on Venture
is somewhat precarious.
I had vaguely noted a rather ominous
cold, rushing sensation from my neck
during the dive. Apparently, having

Venture (left to right): Mike Hamilton, Ian Vine, Garry Beattie, Steph Keele, Gill Vine,
Ian Young and Alan Brown

to wring out sodden socks/booties
between dives in a drysuit is not
usually necessary.
Shock 5: I’d cut too much off my
new neck seal, which was not so
much leaking as flooding...doh!
Still, the sun kept trying to shine,
Arctic undersuits stay warm even
when wet, the pasties were hot and
I was out at sea and loving it.
second UK dive
Dive two, The Scylla, was very pretty
with lots of life. Gill showed me how to
deploy a blob via octo inflate while tied
off to a piece of the wreck, and I reeled
up, which was enough task loading for
my first day.
By dive’s end it was colder and
raining, the sea was lumpier and I
began to feel slightly dodgy. The nice
young man in the local dive shop
directed us to the nearest laundromat,
and three of us with leaking drysuit
issues enjoyed the warmth of a pub
while our undersuits tumble dried.
becoming a veteran
Saturday’s first dive on The Rose Hill
was probably my favourite: fishing line
wrapped around the shot meant we
had to do a free descent to 30 metres,
what fun, and was my first chance to
try out my HID torch at depth.
Shock 6: it takes a lot of concentration
to unclip a torch, switch it on, use
it, and especially, re-stow it, while
maintaining proper buddy contact.
Visibility was better than the previous
day and I also met a large velvet
swimming crab. Gill impressed me
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with her mid-water blob deployment
skills and I got to reel up again.
Our second dive was on The James
Egan Layne which involved lots of
swim throughs – Gill appeared to know
the way. She later told me that she had
dived this wreck many times before
and how it is breaking up and looks
different every time.
The rain really started to hammer
us after the second dive. It was
uncomfortable being cold and wet
and trying to change clothes in a
confined space below decks. The
boat was heaving from side to side,
slamming me repeatedly against the
bunks. It also stank of diesel fumes.
Despite the Stugeron, physiology
finally caught up with me and I was
very discreetly sick into Venture’s
pump toilet. Still, it left plenty of room
for me to finish my entire sticky toffee
pudding and custard at the Club meal
than evening. Priorities!
final thoughts
I have since confirmed that UK sea
diving is even more fun when my
drysuit remains dry on the inside and
that I must continue to sample sticky
toffee pudding at other popular diving
locations. Just you wait till you go to
Pembroke – Ed
Thanks to Garry for Dive Managing,
Gill for being a patient and attentive
buddy and instructor, Ruth Beattie for
the tip about garage gloves, Felicity
Townsend, Craig Edwards and Jon
Payne for the rescue and drysuit
training, and everyone on Venture
for the banter.

Happy diving!
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secret wrecks
continued from front cover

an old favourite
Day three and we headed off to The
Lucy to hit 10.00am slack. Another well
known wreck – absolutely no treasure,
though the portholes are still in place
complete with glass. Apparently they
cannot be removed – which in some
ways is nice for those of us that never
get to see a wreck before Nick J
arrives there with his lifting bag :-)
I always enjoy a dive on The Lucy
and this day proved no different. I was
slightly concerned at one point when
my buddy disappeared down into a
hold but he stayed within sight and I
made it clear I wouldn’t be following!
perfect ending
The day ended with a reef dive and
then it was back to the campsite for
Ian, Nick R and I to enjoy a BBQ of
fresh mackeral caught by the skipper
during our surface interval – a perfect
end to an enjoyable long weekend.

Nick Jewson, back home with his shell
cases lifted from the LCG15. Nick has
reported his finds to the ‘Receiver of
Wreck’ but remains optimistic he will be
allowed to keep them as he has already
had them dipped and polished!
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the hole story
the diary of a PFO
Tish Bhatnager

We all learn about PFOs (patent
foramen ovale) in our training but
most of us probably assume it will
not affect us. Approximately 1 in 5
people have a PFO – a hole in the
heart – most don’t know.
On the 26 August after two days
travelling involving four plane trips,
I went for my first two dives in Truk
Lagoon. Although spectacular dives,
both followed normal profiles and
neither were particularly deep at 25m
and 27m respectively. I was diving on
air and both were no-stop dives.
Onset of symptoms
After my second dive I returned to
my room for a shower and change
and headed down to the bar for
a drink before dinner. On the way
down I noticed that my chest hurt
and I thought that the straps on my
wing had may have been adjusted
too tightly. I made a mental note to
re-adjust them the next day.
A little while later I noticed that the
muscles at the top of my legs were
hurting. I thought that this must have
been from going up the ladder of the
boat – perhaps I was even less fit
than I suspected! I also started to feel
slightly itchy on my stomach – I suffer
occasional from heat rash and put it
down to that.
We headed in to dinner and ordered.
My itchy skin was getting itchier and I
started to feel unwell. By the time the
soup arrived I was feeling dizzy and
my vision wasn’t right. At that point
I asked Raj to take me back to our
room. After a lie down the dizziness
subsided. I then inspected the heat
rash. It was unlike any rash I had seen

before. Blotchy and sore with a sort
of mottled effect. It spread around my
torso on to my back.
It sounds stupid but it was only at
that point that I realised I was probably
suffering a skin bend. Raj forced me
to drink loads of water and I fell asleep
worrying what the morning would
bring. By the morning I felt much
better. The ache in my muscles had
cleared. The rash, although still there,
had improved immensely.
continuing the holiday
After two days the rash had
disappeared. Truk was a long way
to come and not dive so I decided,
perhaps unadvisedly, to continue
diving. I switched to nitrox, set my
computer to air and also increased
the safety setting. This way I was able
to continue with many of the dives I
had wanted. I did suffer a really bad
headache one evening, where the light
hurt my eyes and I was sick. I took the
day after off but then continued to dive
with no further ill effects.
back to reality
I knew that an unearned skin bend
quite likely pointed to a PFO. I realised
I had to get myself checked out but
wasn’t sure how to go about it.
First port of call was the London
Diving Chamber (LDC) advice line.
I rang expecting a whole load of
questions about symptoms etc.
However they were uninterested and
wanted only to know if the rash had
gone away (yes it was two weeks ago)
and had I suffered this before (no).
They told me it probably wasn’t a skin
bend and I didn’t need to do anything
unless it occurred again!

Unhappy with this advice, my next
port of call was the Diving Diseases
Research Centre (DDRC). After an
exchange of emails the DDRC advised
me to get a referral from my GP to
have an echocardiogram. This would
confirm whether or not I had a PFO.
They also provided some information
on PFOs and some medical references
if needed.
My GP referred me to a cardiologist
and I went to Guildford for my contrast
echocardiogram. This involved sticking
a needle in my arm and injecting saline
solution with bubbles into my system.
The bubbles show on ultrasound as
bright orange and should show on just
one side of the heart.
I was asked to perform a valsalva
manoeuvre as if clearing my ears. If
there is any transfer of bubbles to the
other side of the heart then you have
a PFO. I did. I was then referred to
another cardiologist, one that performs
PFO closures, to discuss my options.
I had to have a transoesophigal
echocardigram. This was done as a
day patient and involved sticking a big
tube down my throat (nasty!) which
enabled the cardiologist to check the
PFO for size and position. The result
was that I had an ‘uncomplicated but
significant PFO’.
decision time
Information from the DDRC indicated
that without a PFO closure I was likely
to be signed off to dive to a max of
15m. As this wouldn’t be the sort of
diving I wanted to do my choice was to
give up diving or have the op.
I was perfectly healthy and although
the PFO gives a very slight increased
risk of stroke, it is not generally felt that
it is significant enough to warrant an
op to close the hole. The only reason
to have the op therefore was to enable
me to continue to dive.
I didn’t want anyone messing with
my heart. I could perfectly easily give
up diving. I could take up a different
hobby. On the other hand a one day

PFO (patent
foramen ovale)
showing blood
flowing between
the left atrium
and right atrium
of the heart.

op followed by a weeks recovery
and I could be back diving again in
3 to 4 months time, ready for next
dive season.
Have the op or give up diving...I
veered from one decision to the other
over a number of weeks. On several
occasions I reduced myself to tears
reading about PFOs on the internet.
The medical stuff was generally helpful
but the stories about PFO closures that
went wrong scared me silly. I stopped
looking to the internet for help and
instead spoke to an ex-club member
who had a PFO closure a number of
years ago. After this and a discussion
with the cardiologist I had a brave
moment and signed up for the op.
the op
The PFO op is done as a day case
under local anaesthetic. An ‘umbrella’
type device is fed up through tubes
having been inserted into a vein in the
groin. Once this reaches the heart it is
fastened over the hole.
It was frightening being awake during
the procedure but it was quite quick
and in no time I was back on the ward.
I had to lie flat for 4 – 5 hours while the

blood thinners wore off enough
to be able to take the tubes out.
Another couple of hours before
I could sit up, then stand and take
a few cautious steps.
at home
It takes about a week to recover.
No driving, no lifting. Lots of rest. I
had an enormous bruise all around
the top of my leg and was hobbling
about for about three weeks, but the
week after that I was fine.
A follow up echocardiogram
confirmed that the device was still
in place and three months after the
op I was back at the cardiologist for
another contrast echocardiogram.
This confirmed that the hole was
completely closed and another two
weeks after that I was signed off by
the doctor as fit to dive...just in time
for the start of the dive season.
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double trouble
Gill Vine

favourite wreck

Frances Jewson

Checking the tables we planned a 30
minute dive with 1 minute deco at 9m
and 6 minutes deco at 6m. The plan
seemed reasonable...first big mistake.
Don’t know how but I misread the table,
interpreting dive time as bottom time.
The dive went well, I remembered to
swap regs on my independents at the
appropriate times and DSMB deployed
at 28 minutes. We started to ascend.
Eeek! B***** Hell! Second big mistake
...failed to monitor deco on computer!
My buddy interpreted my underwater
swearing – wazzup? I pointed to my
computer...38 minutes deco. We both
look at each other. Eeek! B***** Hell!
We ascend as calmly as possible to
our first deco stop. My buddy looks
calm but a thousand things are going
through my mind, like...do I have
enough gas, do I have enough weight
to hold stops (I had already snapped on
my extra ‘just in case’ 2kg), am I going
to die (yes, I did wonder) and can I
survive all this deco without a wee?
Finally my computer showed clear
and we ascended after what ended up
being a total dive time of 83 minutes
with 50 minutes deco! As we emerged,
the boat was quite close and we were
met with a sea of faces and much
tapping of dive watches. Ooops, DO
onboard, how do I get out of this one?
Gas out, 50/60 – not bad considering.
lessons learned
Task loading should never be underestimated – don’t try out new kit when
you are Dive Managing a boat.
Plan your dive on tables or computer,
but don’t mix the two.
Double check the plan and your
calculations – human error!
Remember narcosis effects on deeper
dives, you may misread your computer!
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My favourite channel wreck is...
The Moldavia, affectionately known
as ‘The Moll’ and a wreck that I have
been diving for over 25 years.
The Moldavia, was a P&O 9,500 ton
liner which was converted to an armed
merchant cruiser during WW1 and
sunk by torpedo in 1918 when she
was acting as a troop ship packed
with US soldiers – 57 were killed.
In the very early days I dived her on
a single cylinder and pony using dive
tables for planning. Dive boats were a
lot slower then and it took over three
hours to reach the wreck.
The Moll is a long way out – over
24 miles offshore in 50m of water and
her position lies between the shipping
lanes. It is interesting to watch the
larger ships going up and down the
shipping lanes and you can hear them
on your decompression stops. These
days travel time is around 2 – 2½ hours
so charter boats will only attempt it if
conditions are favourable.
The Moll now lies at around 36/37m
on her port side. When we first started
diving her, the depth there was 30m.
Her hull is encrusted with sponges and
other marine growth. Usually there are
enormous shoals of pollack patrolling
and you can still see the portholes.
To the seabed you can get 50m plus
depending on state of tide.
perfect portholes
The Moll’s stern is the most intact
from this section and there are still
rows of undamaged portholes – each
one only six feet apart and still well
attached. If you want you can enter

holes in the now vertical deck, and
inspect the portholes from the inside
as well.
The vertical deck has some of the
6" guns with which she was armed
– these now point to the surface.
Unfortunately the superstructure has
now fallen to sea bed.
In good visibility, you can see all
the way down past a propeller shaft
to the keel. You can have a great time
exploring the cabins and corridors of
the wreck but you need to be careful
as some areas have silted up. The
middle section of the ship has now
collapsed but the bow is fairly intact.
personal highlights
I enjoy diving The Moll because there
are always plenty of areas to explore
but not always enough time.
You can also pick your depth and
with the visibility normally between
8 – 20m you can see most of wreck
without descending to sea bed.
She is a good depth progression
wreck but you must be fully aware
that you could dive straight down to
50m if the shot is not the wreck.

All photographs courtesy Wreck Tours team.

My first dive on twins and, due to
a series of mishaps the week before,
I hadn’t managed to get nitrox fills
so I was diving on air for a 36m plan.

The Moldavia: a bath tub and a gun
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